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Helicopter and airplane maintenance, repair, and 

overhaul provider, AeroBrigham, has launched a 

campaign to focus on their deep experience and broad 

depth of capabilities.  From utility configured aircraft to 

ultra-corporate, the company provides professional 

services such as total reconfiguration and completions, 

to paint, interior, avionics and repair services.  The North 

Texas based company will again be exhibiting during the 

Helicopter Association International (HAI) Heli-Expo at 

the Dallas, Texas, Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention 

Center from 7-9 March 2017.  During the event, 

AeroBrigham will hold a drawing for a pair of women's 

Christian Louboutin shoes in addition to a women's 
Christian Louboutin clutch bag. 

The company's new maxim, "From High Class to Classic, 

Our Standards Remain the Same", highlights the broad 

range of services offered by AeroBrigham. This first 

drawing is aimed at their high class offerings such as VIP 

and corporate aircraft completions.  The classic drawing 

will be later this year at an upcoming trade show and will 

feature classic Lucchese handmade boots as a 
comparison to their utility aircraft completions. 

AeroBrigham co-owner and longtime industry 

maintenance professional, David Brigham commented, 

"We have experience with not just basic configurations 

but also with the most sophisticated helicopter or 

airplane configuration and can provide comprehensive 

support to a broad range of aircraft owners and 

operators. The luxury items we are offering in our 

drawings are reflective of our level of service and 

attention to detail which are also showcased in our 
completions." 

Located at the Decatur Municipal Airport (KLUD) in 

Decatur, Texas, north of the Dallas/Ft. Worth area, 

AeroBrigham is an FAR Part 145 repair station that offers 

complete maintenance, repair, and overhaul services, as 

well as inclusive helicopter and airplane completion 

services including aircraft interiors, avionics installation 
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and modification, paint and heavy maintenance. 

Additional information regarding the extensive helicopter 

and airplane support capabilities at AeroBrigham can be 

found at www.aerobrigham.com or by calling 

940.626.4849. 
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